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Interior Styling 
With Sarah Fordham

With over 20 years of styling experience, Sarah will 
create a space you will fall in love with,and source the 

pieces to make your home a masterpiece.



From start to finish, Sarah will work with you to create a space 
you fall in love with. Using her experience in interior styling, 
sourcing and designing custom pieces, you can be as hands on 
as you like, or simply chat through what you’re looking for and 
leave Sarah to create a space that is made for you.

Taking into consideration the functionality of the space, the 
colours and finishes of each piece and how they make the space 
feel, Sarah will source pieces from the Bax Signature Collection, 
the Bax Interiors store, or source pieces especially for you.

The first step is a consultation in the space you’re looking to 
decorate, where Sarah will take you through her process and you 
can speak with her about what you’re hoping for. Book your 
consultation here and start your styling journey to refresh a 
piece, a space or an entire residence. 

Styling Process /

Furniture Spend           Styling Fee

$0 - $3,000 / $300 

$3,000 - $5,000 / $200 

$5,000 + / Complimentary 
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The consultation cost is a one-off fee.
From there, your styling fees are dependent on 
the cost of your chosen pieces. 

Consultation (1 hr) / $100



Payment Terms
Initial Consultation fee must be paid at time of consultation. Payment for styling fees and furniture must be made within 14 days of furniture delivery.

Delivery
Delivery charge of $50 applies to addresses within Tauranga Central.  Delivery anywhere outside Tauranga Central will incur a $150 charge.

 For full terms and conditions, please visit www.baxinteriors.com/services/styling/terms-and-conditions
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Contact

Sarah Fordham

sarah@baxinteriors.co.nz

021 241 8448

Bax Interiors
198 Maunganui Road

Mount Maunganui 

Tauranga 3116

New Zealand

www.baxinteriors.co.nz
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